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A cogent, engaging history of
humanity’s most ambitious
quest—seeking outward for other
minds.”—David Brin, author of Existence
“A fascinating perspective on
humankind’s obsession for knowing
if there is anyone else out there.”
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“Squeri has written what will likely
be the definitive history of the early
days of SETI that includes profiles of
some of its leading characters.”
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“Delivers unparalleled access to the inner
history of SETI, and invites us to ride along
on the journey to answer one of science’s
ultimate questions: Are we alone?”
—Douglas Vakoch, president, METI International

”Tells the tale of the search for extraterrestrial intelligence without the overpromise
usually trumpeted by enthusiastic
proponents and the hyperventilation so
commonly added by UFO enthusiasts.”
—Don Lincoln, author of Alien Universe: Extraterrestrial Life in Our Minds
and in the Cosmos
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If intelligent extraterrestrial life contacted us, and we
could understand them, what do you think their first
message would be?
If we understand exactly what the extraterrestrials are saying, it means they
have transcended the vast differences between our cultures. This would mean
they would have been observing us and that would make me worry—
regardless of the message’s contents.

Do you believe we have reason to fear contact from
another planet?
Very advanced extraterrestrials would see us as puny and would not fear us.
On the other hand, extraterrestrials whose technology is close to ours may see
us as a potential threat. During the Cold War, the USA did not fear Honduras; it
did fear the Soviet Union.
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Have your perceptions of science and science fiction
changed since you began this book?
I never realized how much science fiction can influence science. Among the
examples in the book, I note Freeman Dyson’s admission that he got the idea
for his so-called Dyson Spheres from a science fiction novel by Olaf Stapledon.

Most fictional depictions of aliens have been more or less
humanoid, when modern scientific thought suggests that
such aliens would be unlikely. What do you think they
would look like?
The features of the extraterrestrial’s planet—its size, temperature, and
atmosphere—will determine its physical form. If one were to visit us, it would
probably need a “space suit” to survive what, for its race, would be Earth’s
deadly environment.

You mention monster movies as one way you became
interested in SETI. Which is your favorite and why?
Them is about giant ants, mutated by radioactivity from atomic bomb testing
in New Mexico. The movie is both scary and cautionary, showing how
science can have unintended consequences. Independence Day, although
very implausible, was a great feel-good movie with humanity uniting to fight
evil aliens.

Do you have a favorite science fiction book?
I love H. G. Wells’s War of the Worlds. I also love Arthur C. Clarke’s works
Childhood’s End, about aliens who create a utopia on Earth to prepare
humanity for its next evolutionary step, and Rendezvous With Rama, which
focuses on a spaceship that enters our solar system, completely ignores us,
and then goes on its way. These three novels present evil, good, and
indifferent aliens. Contact will most probably follow one of these scenarios.

What do you hope readers will take away from your book?
I make the point in the book that the future is unpredictable. No matter how
much we plan and prepare, the future never works out exactly as expected
and often it veers in a totally unexpected direction. We should look at contact
with this idea in mind.
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The Road to SETI
Fearing the Future

Why was extraterrestrial contact important to SETI activists? One reason was their pessimism, their despair over humanity’s future and their
hope that extraterrestrials might have a solution for humanity’s ills.
SETI activists believed that an advanced extraterrestrial society that
had survived its version of self-induced extinction might give useful
advice.
The pessimism of SETI activists typified much twentieth-century
thinking. Intellectuals were often gloomy. They had lost faith in the old
verities, having dismissed traditional truths of religion and philosophy as culturally inspired and worthless, relativism having replaced the
universality of ethical standards. The comforts of God and culture were
no more.
Western intellectuals had never been this gloomy. During the Enlightenment, the name given to the intellectual movement of the eighteenth century, they confidently believed in progress; they saw knowledge increasing over time and behavior improving. This optimism
persisted into the nineteenth century, and for good reason. Advances
in medicine, technology, and science had been astounding. By 1900,
more people than ever lived in the Western world, yet they were living
longer and were better fed than their ancestors.
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The Twentieth Century: Age of Pessimism
Then like a bolt of lightning came the world war of 1914–18. World War
I showed that all those wonderful machines and gadgets of the industrial age that improved life could also be perverted to kill and maim.
The ingenuity that had produced the railroad and the telephone also
produced rapid-fire guns, tanks, fighter planes, and poison gas. Millions of European soldiers died over what today seems to be piddling
political gain. European society never regained the certainty and swagger of the nineteenth century.
For Europe, World War I was not only a social catastrophe but also
an economic disaster. The United States had entered the war late—
in 1917—and suffered far fewer casualties, and yet it became the real
victor. Although Great Britain and France were also victorious over
Germany, they had consumed their wealth to fight the war. The United
States, a debtor nation to Europe prior to the war, had lent billions to
its allies and emerged from the war as a creditor nation. To its industrial might the United States added the dominance of world finance.
No wonder that gloom deepened on the Continent, especially among
intellectuals. The wild success of Oswald Spengler’s The Decline of the
West, which foresaw the end of Western civilization, was no accident.
By contrast, Americans felt good in the 1920s, more worried by Prohibition than by the state of the world. Suddenly, in 1929, the stock
market crashed and set off the Great Depression. Instead of rising living standards being the norm, as in the 1920s, the United States of the
1930s saw mass unemployment and impoverishment. Not only did the
diminished paycheck, if there was one at all, become the lot of the average American, there was also the unsettling feeling that the whole
American experiment was at fault.
An alternative was Communism, the movement of the 1930s that
both frightened and fascinated Americans. Communism was established in Russia as a result of the Revolution of 1917. By the 1930s, although the brutal dictator Joseph Stalin (1878–1953) had become the
face of Communism, the ideals of Communism remained seductive. Its
secret was that it fed on pessimism and offered optimism. It embodied
pessimism, in that its devotees had lost all confidence in old ways and
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traditions, but it also offered a utopian society, an aspiration since antiquity. It had to be understood, said Communists, that the root cause
of war, crime, and poverty was the unequal distribution of wealth and
that corrective steps had been already taken in the Soviet Union, which
had liquidated the capitalist and landowner classes. Communism, Russian-style, had to be accepted in order to improve the world.
Nearly all Americans rejected Communism, but many intellectuals
flirted with the new gospel from Moscow, some going so far as to join
the Communist Party. A Communist turn signified rebellion, and since
the young often like to shock, some college students joined campus
Communist clubs. Wearing a red tie to class and giving the Communist
salute annoyed college administrators far more than a panty raid.
Politics and the Atomic Bomb
One of those college students attracted to Communism was Phillip
Morrison. Never afraid of controversy, Morrison had joined the Communist Party during his days at Carnegie Tech. In 1939, while a graduate student at UC Berkeley, Morrison maintained the membership,
a connection that may explain why he could later say that he knew
more Americans who died fighting the fascists in the Spanish Civil War
(1936–39) than who died in World War II.1
The Great Depression that made some embrace Communism ended
during World War II. Although the United States did not enter the war
until the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in December 1941, the nation
had already begun to rearm, thus creating jobs in defense plants. With
the entry into the war, the need for munitions and the draft sucked up
surplus labor from the ranks of the unemployed. The Great Depression
finally ended.
Although prosperity had returned, new concerns replaced old ones.
In 1939, Albert Einstein had written a letter to President Roosevelt,
warning that Nazi Germany might be building an atomic bomb. The
result was the Manhattan Project, the supersecret crash program to
beat the Germans in the atomic bomb race.
Morrison worked on the Manhattan Project. Although of draft age,
he did not serve in the armed forces. He was disabled, struck with polio
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at the age of four and having to wear calipers. Besides, he was too useful
to the war effort as a scientist. At UC Berkeley, Morrison had pursued
a PhD in physics, studying under J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904–67),
who was to direct the Manhattan Project. Morrison first worked on
the atomic bomb at the University of Chicago and in 1944 went to the
center of bomb research at Los Alamos in New Mexico. He also helped
to transport the finished atomic bombs to the Pacific. On the island of
Trinian he led the team that assembled the bomb that was dropped on
Hiroshima in August 1945.
The Atomic Scientists Movement
In June 1945 the atomic bomb had been ready, too late for the war in
Europe, with Germany having already surrendered in May, but still
available to drop on Japan. Since Japan did not have an atomic bomb,
many atomic scientists had second thoughts about using their doomsday weapon.
University of Chicago professor James Franck (1882–1964), Nobel
laureate in physics in 1925, who had been deeply involved in the Manhattan Project, penned a famous report to the secretary of war on June
11, 1945. Speaking for many atomic scientists, Franck saw the atomic
bomb in political and moral terms. He called for demonstrating the
bomb’s power to Japan, and only if Japan refused to surrender did he
consent to “perhaps” using the bomb, provided the United Nations and
domestic public opinion approved.2
Franck’s plea never had a chance. Merely demonstrating the bomb
would allow the Pacific War to continue while the Japanese mulled
their options. Meanwhile, U.S. soldiers would continue to die, young
men far removed from the rarified world of atomic physics and mostly
drawn from the working class. The atomic scientists did not know the
common man, but President Harry S. Truman not only knew the common man, he was the common man: the last U.S. president to have
skipped college. Whereas Truman was prey to the tribalism of American society, Franck and the atomic scientists had gone beyond it, reborn citizens of the world. Franck himself was German, a refugee from
the Nazi racial laws, who had lived in Denmark before coming to the
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United States. In the calculus of Franck and other atomic scientists, the
death of a Japanese citizen carried the same weight as an American’s
death. President Truman felt otherwise. When the atomic bombs were
ready, he authorized dropping them, first on Hiroshima on August 6,
and three days later on Nagasaki. To the day he died, Truman insisted
he never regretted having saved American lives.
The atomic bombs did quickly end the war, but as Franck had stated,
in the long run the doomsday weapons were primarily a political challenge. With the end of World War II a new war began, the so-called
Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union, a “war”
in which neither side fired at each other, although the danger always
loomed of a shooting war involving atomic weapons.
Since atomic scientists were basking in the prestige of the new
atomic age and everyone knew they were smart, they believed they
could educate the public about nuclear war and its dangers. In late 1945
a group calling itself the Atomic Scientists of Chicago started publishing the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. Every issue of the Bulletin contained a doomsday clock in which the closer the minute hand crept to
midnight, the closer the danger of Armageddon. In addition to warning the public, the atomic scientists had a plan to prevent nuclear war:
creating a world government to control nuclear energy. Oppenheimer
spoke for many atomic scientists when in April 1947 he helped found
the United World Federalists, whose goal was ending national sovereignty. The need for action seemed even greater when in August 1949,
far sooner than U.S. intelligence had expected, the Soviet Union exploded an atomic bomb.3
Although the Soviet bomb made nuclear war seem closer, the atomic
scientist movement was running out of steam. It embodied the usual
defect of academic activism: the supposition that enormous expertise
in a single field leads to intuitive insights on all sorts of complicated
societal and political issues. World government was an ill-conceived
solution; it presupposed nations so trusted each other they could renounce their national sovereignty. If this level of trust existed, world
government was unnecessary. Besides, frightening the public into
making politicians act was unrealistic; it was a scenario from science
fiction. In H. G. Wells’s The World Set Free (1914), humanity reacts to a
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French nuclear attack on Berlin by bypassing governments and creating a supranational organization to impose peace. In the real world of
the late 1940s and the 1950s, Americans saw the Communist bomb as
greater reason to back their government and distrust the Soviet Union.
The atomic scientists themselves lost credibility when many of them,
most notably Oppenheimer himself, were accused of having Communist ties.4
Activist atomic scientists and their supporters had a rough time in
the 1950s. In November 1952 the United States tested a hydrogen bomb,
a weapon a thousand times more powerful than an atomic bomb, only
to have the Soviet Union in less than a year respond with its own Hbomb explosion. The doomsday clock of the atomic scientists crept
to two minutes from midnight. To worsen matters, even if the United
States and the Soviet Union avoided war, the very testing of nuclear
weapons was deadly, giving off radiation that caused birth defects and
cancer. Although radioactive fallout spurred a movement against nuclear testing, many Americans of the 1950s were not alarmed; they were
moving to suburbs, buying big-finned cars, and more worried by the
popularity of Elvis Presley and rock music.5 In December 1959, Eugene
Rabinowitch, editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, complained
that Americans little appreciated science and abdicated many key decisions to politicians and the military.6
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Phillip Morrison
If only humanity could find a new grounding for society, save the
world, and advance science at the same time—achieving this trifecta
was Philip Morrison’s dream. Already radicalized during the Great Depression, Morrison grew gloomier with the coming of the atomic age.
Like many other Manhattan Project scientists, Morrison would spend
the rest of his life worrying about the future and opposing nuclear
weapons.
In 1946 the Federation of American Scientists published One World
or None, an anthology in which scientists discussed the atomic bomb’s
danger and the need for federal world government. Morrison contributed a gripping chapter, “If the Bomb Gets Out of Hand,” about his visit
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to Hiroshima a month after the bomb had been dropped. Having measured the damage and the radioactivity, he compared the Hiroshima
devastation to a battlefield where a conventional bomb had directly hit
every building. He noted the quiet reproach of the Japanese scientist
he had interviewed. More than half of Morrison’s essay described what
would happen if a Hiroshima-type bomb detonated just above the corner of Third Avenue and East Twentieth Street in New York City. Morrison estimated that 300,000 New Yorkers would die. His conclusion:
“If the bomb gets out of hand, if we do not learn to live together so that
science will be our help and not our hurt, there is only one sure future.
The cities of men of Earth will perish.”7
In 1946 Morrison accepted a position at Cornell University, where
his interest in students and his splendid lectures made him excel. Morrison had that rare gift of being articulate and of explaining science
in plain English. Although a respected scientist, with a reputation for
thinking differently, in his pre-SETI days Morrison seemed to get more
attention for his politics.
Although he had joined the Communist Party during his college
days, at this time Morrison was no longer a Communist, although still
a progressive. The flirtation with Communism revealed much about
Morrison’s mind-set. Embracing Communism had been a last resort of
sorts, a belief that politics and culture were hopelessly outdated, if not
downright dysfunctional and evil. Embracing Communism signaled
a willingness to take a very bold step to effect radical and beneficial
change.
In 1951 Morrison was a sponsor of the American Peace Crusade,
which the U.S. government labeled a Communist front. Morrison rationalized that an effective American peace movement had to include
all Americans, even partisans for the Soviet Union. Two years later,
when testifying before the Senate’s Internal Security Subcommittee, he
admitted to his Communist past but refused to name his former associates in the Communist Party. Morrison’s politics led to trouble at
Cornell, where sporadic attempts were made to have him fired. In 1965
he moved to MIT.8
Morrison always remained a progressive. In 1998, seven years before
his death, he published Reason Enough to Hope, in which he urged
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the United States to reduce its military arsenal and rely on its allies
for support. Partial disarmament was not an end here but a means. A
militarily weakened United States would need to cooperate with its allies, creating world federalism through the back door.9 Morrison was
returning to the atomic scientist dream of the 1940s.
The Population Explosion
Along with fear of nuclear annihilation that began at the end of World
War II and remains to the present, another seeming threat to the future
emerged in the postwar years: overpopulation. World population had
been increasing for centuries. During the twentieth century, its rate of
increase escalated. Many were unnerved.
Demographic pessimism was nothing new. It dated to Thomas Malthus (1766–1834), whose Essay on the Principle of Population sounded
the modern alarm. In 1798, Malthus had predicted that population in
the nineteenth century would geometrically increase while food production lagged far behind, causing starvation and riots by century’s
end. A new barbarism would emerge in which people stalked and
killed each other for the last scraps of food. This was a hard view of the
future, and a fallacious one, for never has the passage of time proven
a scholar so wrong. Malthus totally missed the significance of the Industrial Revolution, already begun in the England of his day. Factories
and farmers replaced workers with machines; labor inputs no longer
needed doubling to double output. Although population did skyrocket
by the end of the nineteenth century, so did production of food and
consumer goods.
Malthus managed the unusual feat of being both wrong and influential. His failed predictions became the basis for a neo-Malthusian model, which held his original pessimism essentially correct,
only wrong in the timetable. According to this model, the Industrial
Revolution had only delayed the inevitable. If population continued
to increase, the human race would find itself swollen beyond hope,
consuming limited, ever-shrinking resources. A social cataclysm was
inevitable.10
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